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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Background 

Cajuputs oil has been known to contain several physiological functional 

benefits for the body such as expectorant properties and treating external pain 

such as rheumatic and joint aches (Khan and Abourashed, 2010). Research that 

has been done by Jedickova et al. (2004) showed that the active phytochemicals 

present in Cajuputs oil are able to inhibit the growth of several bacterias such as 

Salmonella, Enterobacter, Streptococcus, and Candida albicans. This statement 

was strengthened further by Wijaya et al. (2011) research where the utilization of 

Cajuputs oil is able to inhibit the growth of Streptococcus Mutans which is 

considered as the main bacteria causing dental caries. 

Non-sucrose Cajuputs candy is a type of hard candy that is based in 

Cajuputs oil and peppermint oil. Previous studies concluded that addition of 

flavors especially honeydew and banana flavor were able to mask the strong 

aroma of Cajuputs and increase the candy’s acceptance (Christie 2011; Tanadi 

2013).  Both of the authors also suggested that colour addition to the hard candy 

might increase the consumer acceptance. The suggestion was strengthened by 

Tepper (1992) that the other factor that have the capability to influence acceptance 

besides flavor is colour. Additionally, the colours added must also meet the 

consumer expectations to prevent any negative reactions towards the product. 

Referring to Dubose et al (1980) and Wei et al (2012), it is stated that consumers 

often used colours to determine the quality of the food and beverages by 
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enhancing thirst quenching, refreshments perception and others. Colours might 

influence on higher product liking scores while inappropriately coloured products 

receives lower scores. This was supported by research by Dubose et al (1980) that 

a lemon flavored cake showed an increase in acceptability when yellow colorant 

was imparted into the formulation. However, further increase in the concentration 

of the colorant added caused decrement in the acceptability. 

This research was done to increase the consumer acceptance of the non-

sucrose Cajuputs candy through colour modification. Therefore, the appearance of 

the candy is crucial in determining the acceptance of the consumers.  

 
1.1 Research Problem 

Referring to research done by Tanadi (2012), non-sucrose Cajuputs candy 

with additional flavors of honeydew and banana still were ranged in the like to 

slightly like region based on the consumer acceptance. It was suspected that other 

factor such as colour might be able to increase the acceptance of the consumers. 

Therefore, this research aimed to improve the acceptance of the hard candy with 

the most favorable colour with optimized concentration.  

 

1.2 Objectives 

1.2.1 General Objectives 

The general objective of this research was to improve a non sucrose 

Cajuputs candy acceptance by application of colorant. 
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1.2.2 Specific Objectives 

The specific objectives of this research were: 

1. To find possible colours that are suitable for Cajuputs the hard candy. 

2. To obtain the the most favorable colour for Cajuputs hard candy. 

3. To optimize the colour from a mixture of the applied colorant  to enhance the 

acceptance of the Cajuputs hard candy by Response Surface Methodology. 

  


